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Compute

(u) L1fjid,
(b) arcsin(cos(3)),
(c) cos(arctan(*))

2. (a) Calculate$ [narccos(r)].
(b) Calculate $ [arctan(r)]'.
(c) Calculate fr and ffi at x:0

when s and y satisfy

y 3* A s i n r - 1 : 0 .

A triangle with sides a, b and angle r between them is evolving in time.
The angle r is assumed to be acute (i.e., less than a right angle). The
area of the triangle remains fixed at j square inches. suppose the side o
changes at the constant rate of 1 inch per second and the side b changes
at the constant rate of 2 inches per second, what is the rate of change
of r when a: l,b: t/2. (Hint: The area of the triangle is
|absinz.)

4. (a) Compute
li-

;-:1i

tin ",- '.
13

(b) Compute
-li14(1+,)r/",
(c) Compute
_lip- (1 * rf r)' ,
(d) Compute

3" - 9.
li;'ai r -2'

(e) Suppose/(r) is a function on (-1,1) and f"(x) is continuous
on (-1,1). Suppose/(0) : 1, "f'(0) : 2, and ,f"(0) : 3. Find
numbers a and b such that
- I2f (0)
,.__5f (ar) + 7bf (r)

iyb

,,

exists and is finite. What is the limit? (Hint: Use L'H6pital's
rule.)

5. Find the intervals where the function
f(r)

:2x3

- gr2 * l2r - 4

(a) is increasing
(b) is decreasing
(c) is concave up
(d) is concave down
and find the inflection points and relative extrema of /(r).
graph of /(r). How many solutions does /(r) have?

Sketch the

6. (a) Find the smallestand largestvaluesthat the function
f('):23-3c+1
takeson the interval [0,2].
(b) Considerthe function
-

f(r) :tan-'r

*,

4

n2,

r > -2.

(i) Find all the points r where the relative extrema of / occur.
(ii) Determine all the horizontal and vertical asymptotesof /.
(iii) Find all the points r wherethe absoluteextrema of / occur.

7. Lara is driving due east at 15 metres per secondand Lauren is driving
due north at 20 metres per second. They are approaching the same
intersection: in fact, when Lara is 40 metresaway from the intersection,
Lauren is 45 metres away from it.
(a) If they continueat the samevelocities,what will be the minimum
distance between the two cars as they pass through the intersection?
(b) How fast are they moving awayfrom eachother at that time? (f.e.,
What is the rate of changeof their dista,ncewhen their distance
a^ssumes
its minimum value?)

